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Safe Remote Mechanical Operation of Marine Valves

Rigid rod systems use Elliott’s universal joints, gear boxes, remote operations, deck boxes, ship joints, valve couplings and mounting hardware to create a complete valve control system best suited for short, straight runs.

Flexible Shaft Systems interconnect a valve with a remote operating box. Elliott manufactures ROG components out of bronze and steel configurations in stainless non-magnetic and non-corrosive. The systems are shock and vibration qualified and are most effective for complex and non-linear applications.

Elliott’s Uniflex Remote Mechanical Valve Operator (RMVO) combines the best of rigid rod and flexible shafting to create one system that can cover all remote mechanical valve operation needs. This system is totally sealed and permanently lubricated in a stainless steel housing.

Commercial and military ships have relied on Elliott (previously Stow) Remote Valve Operating Systems since 1935.